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Join the activities

on Telegram or meet to talk at the weekly meetings.

Email wikiloveslivingheritage@gmail.com

Visit

Find all links and contacts on the website w.wiki/7EMt

Presentation

okf.fi/livingheritage-wikimania
What you can do

Find contacts in your region
Find your counterparts – Wikimedia affiliates or ICH coordinators – and explore ideas for activities together.
Can you help organize a Wiki Loves Living Heritage Bazaar in your region?

Explore inventories and elements
See pages for heritage elements on the UNESCO Lists and registers of Intangible Cultural Heritage, the locally maintained inventories as well as country pages that feature all of these plus elements that have been nominated by the editors.

Add translations and images
At the end of each list page, you find grey boxes with tasks that you can do. Choose the simple tasks to translate inventory or heritage element names and descriptions to your language and to add missing images.

Help to add your inventory
Learn about the benefits of opening content on Wikimedia projects and read the FAQ for safeguarding organizations. Once you are convinced, the article How to import an inventory will guide you further.

Hack for living heritage
Learn what it takes to import an inventory.
How to feature a heritage element you like.
Join us at the hackathon at Wikimania!
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